One of those days, the sky like thin milk turned to
air above the sea, but the water itself as it comes
to the shoreline affirms its strength, its unsolid
reality, clawing at the crumbling edges of the land.
We have crossed recovered ground to be here,
the soil thrown up by the tunnel digging, where ten
years ago men remade the geography of the
continent, diminishing our isolation. Kings and
politicians, much like us they have the human urge
to make connections, and change our lives.

Shoreline

Hand in hand we walk, your dogs nuzzling the
rough grass around us, a cold wind blowing across
us and the birds falling back from their safe places
in the cliffs. A warden tells us peregrine falcons are
somewhere in the sky as they hang away from their
nests. We can make little of the turning shapes but
both of us laugh when you ask if these are the
White Cliffs, blotched with moss and the grazing of
the chemical air on the elements in the chalk. The
place names hang over us. I think of Matthew
Arnold, grasping at love while his faith in God and
order slipped away, a mile from here on Dover
beach, the threatening world out in the darkness
and in this calcified light there is still little space
for hope of kinder times. As he wrote, we have
each other, love, that tenuous thing.
And I think of Francis, my uncle, his gentle soul just
gone into the earth. He would have loved it here,
for simple natural things stirred him, his natural
simplicity all he had left from his damaging birth.
His innocence was beyond me and yet I know that
here we would have shared an elemental common
feeling, like you and me. I wonder if he ever dreamt
of companionship, or whether he accepted each day
as it came to him, like the smack of the sea air on
your nose and lips, as if this could be enough.
Like you and me: he would have embraced you
without question, or reflection, accepting you as

part of my life. And yet we know, not simple like
him, we must reclaim our own land, clawed back
from the decades dreaming of these moments
together, distracted and misdirected, scrabbling
among rocks to keep ourselves from the wrap of
the moist earth.

We sit on the pebble beach, throwing flat stones
into the sea, talking of this or that, happiness
perhaps. Your dogs linger close by, waiting for us.

